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a film by OMAR ZÚÑIGA HIDALGO





Lucas is visiting his sister on a remote island in southern Chile before moving abroad. An unlikely 
romance grows when he meets Antonio, a struggling young fisherman. The intimacy they share 

makes them navigate towards a new horizon and to a different stage of their adulthood.





Omar was born in Santiago, Chile. As a passionate cinephile with a deep interest in film 
studies and research, he has been a recipient of both the Film Promotion and Art Promotion 
Funds from the Government of Chile. In 2014 he received his Master in Fine Arts degree 
from New York University’s Graduate Film Program, which he attended with scholarships 
given by the Fulbright Program, Chile’s Ministry of Education and Tisch School of the Arts.

Living between Santiago and Brooklyn, Omar makes films that have been screened in 
numerous film festivals worldwide. In 2012 he directed “On learning on a friend’s illness”, 
a segment featuring Academy Award® Nominee James Franco and Zach Braff, part of the 
feature film “The Color of Time”, that premiered at the Rome Film Festival 2012 and also had 
a theatrical release in the U.S. in 2014.

“San Cristóbal”, his last short film, premiered at the Berlinale 2015, where it won the Teddy 
Award for the Best Short Film. He is now developing a feature project based on the story, 
thanks to the support of a Development Fund given by the Ibermedia Program, among other 
development initiatives.

He is a founding partner of Cinestación, a Santiago-based production company that makes 
highly creative auteur cinema from Chile and the region, where he writes and directs his 
work and collaborates with other people’s. He is a serial tea drinker who does not want to 
join Instagram.

About the director



“San Cristóbal” is a love story between two young men who share some uncertainty about 
their futures, and who find calm trusting one another. The fog that surrounds them clears up 
slowly, giving space to a more open view. 

I wanted to make a film that was very realistic and emotional. I would like the viewers to 
get involved and recognize aspects of themselves (independently from who they love) in 
two characters that grow and find a deep connection when they least expect it. I wanted to 
observe the tension and prejudice Lucas and Antonio might find around them in a Chilean 
rural area, which is truthful to the local dynamics, but paying more attention to how they 
overcome it together, in front of others. 

After living for a few years in the United States studying and making movies I was very 
interested in coming back to Chile to film with close friends, in Spanish, in an environment 
that felt intimate, familiar and connected to my own life experiences. We shot with very 
limited resources, and asking a lot of favors, which was intense and special. We are also 
currently developing a homonymous feature film, that explores the universe of these 
characters with more depth. 

About the film
by Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo





How was your experience during the shoot?
- Intense, surprising, with good vibes, 
educational, happy, rigourous, emotional. It 
was a special shoot, I had the opportunity 
of acting with my mother for the first time 
(she has a small role playing Antonio’s 
grandmother, Adriana). It was great to work 
with friends, meet new ones, and to live an 
adventure more than a shoot. A pleasure. 

How did you feel that Omar shaped 
your character and the intimacy in the 
relationship?
- The process touched me deeply, and that 
is memorable. He has a very special way 
of dealing with actors, very meticulous. His 
sensitivity was a key to build the characters, 
and then he knows very well how to guide 
the process of creating the relationships 
among them. I feel that if a director is 
modest and calm with his actors, they will be 
able to be in peace and be honest as well, 
which is very important for acting in this 
medium. Omar has these two qualities. 

Samuel González
(“Lucas”)



How is Antonio similar to you, seeing past the name coincidence?
- I feel close to the fact that he was born in the south of Chile, just 
like I was. There are some situations that feel very familiar, things 
that only happen in communities that still keep a small town mindset, 
where everyone knows what each other is doing (“small town 
big hell” like we say in Chile). Also the way in which he faces his 
relationships: I remember having this very intense relationship with a 
girlfriend who I couldn’t stay together with, because she had to leave 
town, for example. This might be a coincidence with what happens 
to Antonio, but seeing past my biography it really has to do with a 
context, with the south or with how things work in isolated areas. 

What was it like to work with Omar and Samuel to build the intimacy 
in the relationship between Lucas and Antonio?
- I felt very pleased to work with Samuel. From the first time that we 
met to read the script with Omar I realized he wanted to work with 
us in having a relationship that was useful for the fiction. The way 
in which Omar built Antonio and Lucas was in such closeness that 
when we started to shoot there was already a previous work to hold 
on to, which allowed us to do the scenes with very good disposition. 
While on set, Omar’s indications were very subtle. They helped 
to sustain the relationship between us, and also to build the right 
atmosphere of silence and tranquility for the work with the crew. 

Antonio Altamirano
(“Antonio”)



CINESTACIÓN  was created in 2007 as a 
platform for emerging directors in Chile, 
with the objective of creatively managing the 
development, production and distribution 
of feature films. It produced  Dominga 
Sotomayor’s “Thursday till Sunday”, which 
won the Tiger Award in its Rotterdam 
premiere, and then continued to a succesful 
awards and festival run. It is currently 
developing three feature films, “1976”, by 
Manuela Martelli, “Late to die young”, by 
Dominga Sotomayor, and “San Cristóbal” by 
Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo. 

About the production companies

LA MEDALLITA  was born in 2013 with 
the idea of creating both audiovisual and 
editorial projects.  It is currently developing 
three feature films: “San Cristóbal” by 
Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo in association with 
Cinestación, “Choro Quintana” by Víctor 
Uribe in association with Kuko Films 
and “Bark Skin” by Geraldine Guardia in 
association with  Rondó Foundation. All 
these projects are the first feature films of 
their directors. 



Samuel González
Actor

Samuel is the youngest of three brothers. He 
grew up in Valdivia, a city in the south of Chile.  
He started his acting career at age 17 in the 
feature film “The killer is among us” by Daniel 
Benavides. He then studied his BFA in Theater 
in ARCIS University in Santiago. 

He has acted in multiple formats, including 
theatre, film and television. In 2007 he had a 
supporting role in “Optical Illusions” by Cristián 
Jiménez. In 2010 he played one of the leads in 
“Manuel de Ribera”, by Christopher Murray 
and Pablo Carrera, which had a premiere in the 
Bright Future section in Rotterdam. 

Currently he works in television projects for 
Canal 13, a Chilean TV network. He played a role 
in “Mamá Mechona”, a fiction series, in 2014, 
and he is now preparing to shoot a new one 
which will air in  2015.  

Team Bios
Amparo Aguirre
Producer

Amparo was born in 1977 in Santiago, Chile. 
As an anthropologist originally, she has worked 
in cultural management developing projects 
for children and adults, in the field of creating 
and strengthening their own identities. She has 
worked in film since 2006. In 2012 she
won an Ibermedia Scholarship to study an 
Executive Producing Diploma given by Cinefilia 
in Medellín, Colombia.

Currently she works as an executive producer 
in La Medallita, a company that she founded 
to make audiovisual projects and youth-
oriented film workshops, being always focused 
in producing fiction works that have social 
relevance for Chile, and introducing them to 
audiences in an attractive way.

amparo@lamedallita.cl

Ana Perera
Producer

Ana was born in Buenos Aires in 1983. She 
holds a BFA in Film from Universidad del Cine 
in Bs. As. and an Executive Producing Diploma 
of Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. 
She produced “Zoo”, the second feature film by 
Rodrigo Marín (“The Girls”), which premiered at
the Miami International Film Festival, and the 
short film “I am here looking at you”, by Felipe 
Gálvez, premiered at the International Film 
Festival Rotterdam.

She also worked as an executive producer in 
El Remanso Cine, developing the feature films 
“To kill a man”, “Iron” and “The wild light”, 
by director Alejandro Fernández Almendras. 
Currently she works as a producer in La 
Medallita and also works in distribution for 
Espacios INCAA, a network of national theatres 
for Argentinian filmmakers. 

ana@lamedallita.cl



Nicolás Ibieta
Director of Photography

Nicolás has worked in Cinematography and 
color post-production for the last eleven years, 
starting out in short films and now shooting and 
coloring multiple feature film projects in Chile. 
In 2005 he attended a “HD Cinematography 
Workshop” in Rockport, Maine, USA, and in 
2006 he started working with Ernesto Díaz 
Espinoza, in the feature films “Mirageman” 
(2007), “Mandrill” (2009) “Bring me the head of 
the gun machine woman” (2013) and “Santiago 
Violenta” (2014). 

In 2012 he went back to Maine to participate in 
two Workshops, “Feature Film Lighting” and 
“Cinematography Master Class”, with Steven 
Fierberg (ASC) and Rodney Taylor (ASC). That 
year he also shot two first time director films,  
“Igloo” by Diego Ruiz  and “Maknum González” 
by George Vonknorring. His most recent work 
as both Cinematographer and Colorist are 
the feature films “Redeemer” by Ernesto Díaz 
Espinoza, and “Mar” by Dominga Sotomayor, 
which have been premiered at Austin’s Fantastic 
Fest and Valdivia Film Festival in 2014.

nicolasibieta.com

Nicolás Oyarce
Production/Costume Designer

Nicolás is a multitalented artist who works 
in different mediums, including art direction, 
video and installations, besides the curating of 
exhibitions and experimental laboratories. He 
takes pride in being self-taught when it
comes to his creativity, after he stumbled upon a 
few college years but without having finished an 
official degree.

His latest film projects as a production designer 
involve “Igloo”, directed by Diego Ruiz, which 
won the Award for Emerging Talent in OutFest 
in 2013, “Bring me the head of the gun machine 
woman”, directed by Ernesto Díaz, and “Naomi 
Campbel”, directed by Nicolás Videla and 
Camila José Donoso, which premiered at the 
Valdivia Film Festival 2013. He is also very active 
in the Chilean videoclip scene, directing his own 
work and collaborating in production design with 
other directors. He is slowly building his long 
term project of having his own arts school, which 
will be located in a countryside area of Uruguay. 

creativoglobal.tumblr.com

Antonio Altamirano
Actor

Antonio went to the School of Theater of 
Universidad de Chile. He is an actor and 
director who has worked in multiple plays. 
He founded a company called Teatro Amplio, 
which has the purpose of staging the work of 
Latin-American playwrights, with plays that can 
observe the similitude of historical contexts that 
have happened throughout our continent. 

He was born in Punta Arenas, near the Chilean 
Patagonia. He has been widely recognized as 
the creator and Executive Director of “Cielos 
del Infinito”, a multidisciplinary arts festival that 
takes place yearly in the city, and also in Puerto 
Williams and Puerto Natalies, bringing artists 
from Chile and from abroad to the southernmost 
arts event in the world. 





Original Title: San Cristóbal
English Title: San Cristóbal
Genre: Fiction
Length: 29 min. 
Original Language: Spanish

Production Companies: 
Cinestación/La Medallita
Country: Chile
Year: 2015
Shooting Format: HD (RAW)
Exhibition Format: DCP or HDCam
Sound: Dolby 5.1 or Stereo
Subtitles: English or French

Technical Info Cast
Samuel González (“Lucas”)
Antonio Altamirano (“Antonio”)

Marcia Paredes (“Catalina”)
Alicia Vera (“Adriana”)

Jorge Quagliaroli (“Doctor”)

Juan Santana (“Antonio’s Boss”)
Iván Soto (“Fisherman 1”)
Benjamín Bizama (“Fisherman 2”)
Omar Matar (“Fisherman 3”) 

Crew
Director of Photography: Nicolás Ibieta
Production/Costume Design: Nicolás Oyarce
Casting: Jorge Quagliaroli

Sound Mixer: Alejandro Contreras
Sound Design: Roberto Espinoza
Additional Sound Design: Ryan Billia
Sound Design Coordinator: Pablo Bahamondez

Assistant Director: Catalina Marín
Line Producer: Siomara Molina
Catering: Katia Vergara
Make-up: Amparo Aguirre 
Poster Design: Arno Baudin

Editing: Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo
Image Grading: Nicolás Ibieta

Produced by: Amparo Aguirre, Ana Perera
Written and directed by: Omar Zúñiga Hidalgo



www.sancristobalfilm.com

CINESTACIÓN
General Jofré 386 Of. O

Santiago, RM 8330190 CHILE
(+56-9) 9997 5458
info@cinestacion.cl 
www.cinestacion.cl

LA MEDALLITA 
Carlos Antúnez 1885 D-205 
Providencia, Santiago, RM 7500088 CHILE
(+56-9) 8673 2516 
amparo@lamedallita.cl
www.lamedallita.com


